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Xavier· students are seen with their dates, eating at the new 
snack bar at a recent pep rally and dance in the armory. 
Photo by Karches 
Eats 
New 
And Drinks Peddled At 
Armory-Ballroom Stand 
By Dan Herth 
The beginnings of an extensive plan to convert the armory 
drill-hall into a student ballroom were seen recently with 
the opening of a refreshment-service room and the decorative 
painting of the armory walls. 
The service room was constructed with funds raised by 
Student Council with the back-
ing and ·cooperation of the stu-
dent body through dances and 
last year's Mardi Gras. The cost 
of the room was $3,500. 
In operation at Friday night 
dances, the room is completed, 
but there is yet to be erected a 
clock over it similar to the one 
in South hall with the motto 
Alt for one for an as the figures 
of the hour. Over the left door of 
the service room will be the black 
XU and then finishing the phrase 
will be Student Council over the 
door on the right. · 
Built entirely with the funds 
raised by Student Council the ser-
vice room is the first step in the 
armory-ballroom project. The 
painting of the walls, in flamingo 
(pink) and floral green, has been 
provided for by the university 
and is the most obviously noticed 
step in the program. 
possible by a friend of Xavier, 
will have the speakers temporar-
ily placed on the supporting gird-
ers of the armory. 
Many improvements for the 
ballroom are in the planning 
stage. Ventilating fans will be in-
stalled before an accoustical ceil-
ing that will be both functional 
and decorative. New lighting for 
the ballroom with spotlights for 
the stage will be installed along 
with the ceiling. 
Because of the inadequate heat-
ing system of the drill-hall a new 
heating system is a necessary 
part of the ballroom program 
plans. Classroom tables now being 
used for tables during dances will 
be replaced by regular ballroom 
tables. 
The to'tal cost of this vast pro-
gram for the armory ballroom is 
figured to be approximately 
$10,000 to $15,000. When com-
pleted the armory will be used 
for an auditorium and ballroom 
for all Xavier functions. 
Musketeers Migrate To Dayton 
Mter (!Mid-Knights' Entertain 
The "Fall Cotillion," tonight in the newly decorated 
armory heads off the activities for the XU-Dayton game 
tomorrow night at Dayton. Sponsored by the Sodality, the 
"Cotillion" boasts a nine-piece band, the Mid-Knights. Decor-
ations have been handled by Tim Ras, featuring silhouettes 
the band buses and automobile 
caravan. 
Noisemakers, banners and dec-
orations will be provided for 
those in the car caravan. A po-
lice escort will be on hand for 
the "Victory Caravan." 
on the darkened walls. 
The Sodality will give away 
two tickets to the game tomorrow 
night and tickets for two on the 
migration buses during the dance. 
Chairman Tim Garry also an-
nounced that the "Cincy-Note-
Ians," a real old-fashioned bar-
ber-shop quartet ·(straw hats 
etc.) will appear at the dance 
intermission. The "Cincy-Note-
Ians" have won contests on the 
national level of competition 
with the SPEBSQSA (Nat'l Bar-
ber Shop Organization) and have 
done local radio and TV work. 
Ed Dougherty, XU backfield 
coach has been asked to intro-
duce the team during the dance 
while the cheerleaders help the 
crowd greet last week's victors. 
Tomorrow is migration day and 
Athenaeum Seeks 
Xavier Manuscripts 
Students are asked to submit 
original short stories, essays and 
poems for publication in the 
Athenaeum, Xavier literary quar-
terly, the editors have announced. 
Nov. 4 has been set as a dead-
line for submission of manu-
scripts to be used in the first 
issue of the magazine. 
All papers submitted, should 
be legibly written with sufficient 
spacing for editorial markings. 
If typewritten, the paper should 
be double-spaced. 
Manuscripts should be ad-
dressed to the Athenaeum and 
left at the switchboard ln Hinkle 
Hall, or in Dr. William Willer's 
mailbox in the first floor faculty 
room in Science Hall. They may 
also be left with Thomas Meh-
mert, Andrew Sparke, or John 
Shannahan, editors. 
Date of publication for the 
magazine's first issue was not 
announced. 
at .the time The News goes to 
press there are at least four buses 
chartered for the "City Beauti-
ful." 
One bus will leave Mt .. St. 
Joseph at 5: 15 p.m. and after 
stopping at Our Lady of Cincin-
nati will arrive at Xavier to meet 
The armada will leave from the 
Shrine of Our Lady of Victory 
at 6:00 p.m. Ed Sajewski is 
chairman of Migration Day plans 
with John Murray as his co-chair-
man. 
Three Types Of Convocations 
Semester Schedule· Offered In 
The Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., the dean of men, 
has announced the convocation_ schedule for the current 
semester. There are three classes of convocations: the admin· 
istrative convocations, the Class A speakers' convocations, the 
Class B fine arts convocations. Each student must attend 
the administrative convocations 
for the class of which he is a 
member. In addition, each full-
time undergraduate student must 
attend one Class A convocatiqn 
and one Class B convocation. All 
full-time Catholic undergradu-
ates must attend the Memorial 
Mass. 
The dates for the compulsory 
administrative convocations are 
as follows: 
Oct. 17 Classes of '56 & '5'7 
Nov. 11 Memorial Mass 
Nov. 14 Class of '58 
Nov. 21 Class of '59 
Medieval Universities" 
Oct. 26 Frank A. Sheed 
"The Modern Idea of 
God" 
Nov. 10 James M. O'Neill 
"Censorship and 
Freedom" 
Dec. '1 Student Speakers 
Various Topics 
The dates for the Class B con-
vocations are: ' 
Oct. 24 Miss Carolyn Cooper 
Soprano Concert 
Nov. 8 The Little Singers of 
Paris Choral Concert 
Nov. 16 (To Be Arranged) 
Dec. 5 Dr. Thor Johnson 
"The New Role of the 
United States in Cultural 
Propaganda" 




ment will be the installation of 
a new public-address system. 
Five microphones will be able to 
operate from the bandstand with 
the new system. In the planned 
ballroom ceiling will be placed 
five speakers. The system, made 
Notre Dame Scholar Of Middle 
Ages Leads Spealiers Series 
A Xavier graduate student has 
been notified that he has won 
third prize in a national manu-
script writing contest sponsored 
sby the American Society for 
Personnel Administration. 
Ralph P. Elliot, who is a stu-
dent in the Xavier Master of 
Business Administration program 
won the_ prize for his paper on 
"Telling a Man Where He 
Stands." 
Dorm Students To 
Select Officers 
This year's Dorm Council pre-
sents a new lOok in that many of 
its old ideas concerning its elec-
tions have been brought up to 
date. 
For the first time in the his-
tory of the · Dorm Council the 
elections have been held over un-
til the first week in Nov. The 
idea is the inauguration of the 
position of hall president. This 
chairman will be elected by pop-
ular vote and automatically be-
comes a member of the Dorm 
Council, besides these duties he 
will be expected to spearhead all 
the activities of this hall. 
Many new events have been 
scheduled for the coming year, 
for example intra hall charades, 
mixers, and a new volley-ball 
league. 
The men piloting the Dorm 
Council until November are Tom 
Morin, president: Fred Galvin, 
vice-president; and John Bid-
dinger, secretary and treasurer. , 
Leading the series of speakers who will address students 
at convocations during the first semester is Rev. Astrik L. 
Gabriel, C.S.C., director of the Institute of Medieval Studies 
at the University of Notre Dame, South Bend, Indiana. The 
topic of Fr. Gabriel's address will be "Academic Freedom in 
'Medieval Universities." 
Fr. Gabriel is a native of Hun-
gary which is now isolated be-
hind the Iron Curtain of Soviet 
Russia. Before he joined the 
Notre Dame staff he was visit-
ing professor at the Pontifical 
Institute of Medieval Studies, 
Toronto, Canada. He also was at-
tached to the Princeton Institute 
for Advanced study. 
Fr. Gabriel. joined the staff 
of Notre Dame in 1948. He was 
made director of the Institute of 
Medieval Studies in 1952. 
This institute is a center of 
scholarly research and advanced 
study in life, thought; and culture 
of the Middle Ages. Fr. Gabriel 
is the author of many articles and 
publications on Medieval Univer-
sities. 
The talk on "Academic Free-
dom in Medieval Universities., is 
one of the Class A convocations. 
New regulations issued by the 
dean of men this week provide 
that every full time undergrad-
uate student must attend at least 
one of the several Class A con-
vocations. This talk will be pre-
sented on Oct. 19 at 1: 30 p~. in 
the Fine Arts Room. 
Sons Entertain Dads 
The Xavier Dad's Club Is bold· 
ing its annual Father and Sons 
NJght on Oct. 18, In the armory 
at 8:15 p.m. Students will be 
given the op~rtunity to acquaint 
their dads with various members 
of the faculty. 
Dr. Joseph Link, Jr., assistant 
professor of economics, has pre· 
pared a pro1ram of entertain· 
ment leaturln• student talent. 
Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J. 
The dates of the Class A con-
vocations are: 
Oct. 19 Rev. Astrik L. Gabriel 
"Academic Freedom in 
Student Directory 
To Appear Soon 
One of the big projects of the 
Student Council is nearing com-
pletion. It was announced at 
Monday's meeting .that the long-
awaited Student Directory will 
appear sometime within the next 
month. Besides a complete list 
of all the students enrolled at 
the university, it will contain the 
social calendar for the rest of 
the school year. Bill Long has 
been in charge of preparing the 
Directory. 
Also at the Monday meeting, 
a new chief justice for the Coun-
cil was appointed by President 
Bill Hocter. The principal duty 
of the chief justice is to interpret 
the Council's constitution. Senior 
Bob Welsh was named. 
A native of Ashland, Ky., Elli-
ott already holds the Master of 
Education degree from Xavier, 
He taught physics and chemistry 
in West Virginia before ente-
ing industry. 
Elliot will receive a $25.00 
prize for his paper which dealt 
with performance reviews in bus-
iness and industry. 
US Navy Offers To 
Take X Collegians 
The Navy has inaugurated a 
~ew officer procurement program 
whereby college graduates may 
obtain ensigns' commissions in 
naval aviation. Candidates for 
these commissions must possess 
a baccalaureate degree and must 
have completed the informational 
flights required before any can-
didate is accepted. Students in-
terested in this new program may 
abtain information from any 
Navy Recruiting Station. 
\ 
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Speaking Of Speaking _,. 
L ike her sister Jesuit universities, the heart of Xavier is the College of Liberal Arts. It is generally presumed that 
after one is graduated from an arts college he is not only 
capable of the formation of ideas, but also capable of the 
expression of his ideas through the intelligent use of the 
speech arts. 
Xavier has officially cultivated speech training ever since 
its origin 125 years ago. In addition to required speech train-
ing there are many other opportunities for X men to improve 
their powers of articulation., 
For 115 years the Poland Philopedian Debating Society 
has vigorously represented Xavier in intercollegiate contests. 
The Alumni Oratorical Contest and the Verkamp Debate have 
long been Cincinnati traditions. 
. Among the younger organizations providing..,. speech ex-
perience are the Masque Society, the Political Forum, the 
Speakers Bureau, and the NFCCS Commission on Forensics, 
the regional chairmanship of which is located at Xavier. 
Education imposes the obligation, upon those who possess 
it, to guide those who do not. This obligation cannot be met 
by the inarticulate graduate. 
For a student to take advantage of some of the many 
opportunities for the development of speech capabilities is 
to exercise the wisdom of a prudent man who is looking 
towards his own personal future and that of his neighbor 
as well. 
A Good Sign 
For ten years, coalition armies were battered and defeated by the victorious legions of the Emperor Napoleon. For 
ten years, Napoleon held sway over all Europe, and had 
things much his own dictaitorial way. But then came the day 
of reckoning-Oct. 19, 1813, the "Battle of Nations." 
For three years, Xavier warriors traveled across town to 
do battle with their University of Cincinnati counterparts. 
~or three years, the Cincinnati team had things very much 
~ts own. way .. ~ut las~ Saturday-Oct. 8, 1955-will go down 
m Xavier gridiron history as one of the greatest victories 
ever achieved by a Musketeer eleven. · 
But what was most gratifying to see, besides the finality 
of the score, was the spirit displayed by both the team which 
fought from opening whistle to the final gun, and the ~tudent 
body, which w~s equally as dura:ble. N<?t since the days of 
undefeated Xavier teams has such ,enthusiasm and will-to-win 
been displayed both on the field and in the stands, combining 
to produce such an electrifying victory as that of last week. 
'J!'?r. the !irst ti.me in ma~y a moon, the Xayier rooting section 
d1stmgmshed itself by its loyal and enthusiastic support of 
the Musketeer eleven. 
This is indeed a healthy sign, not only from a sports 
aspect, but also from an academic outlook. If such tireless 
and lively effort is applied :to studies as well as to sports 
only good can come to the individual students as well as t~ 
the university as a whole. And let it not be forgotten that 
great victories, wherever they are won, demand all-out indi-
vidual effort, without which they cannot be achieved. 
Progress? 
I t was 463 years ago that Christopher .Columbus sailed "bold and true" to search out this hemisphere. 
Many .things have changed since then and many things 
have remained as they were. For 70 days and nights Colum-
bus fought back the stormy Atlantic, a mutinous c;ew and 
h!s own doubts, until he, arrived here. A jet pilot caii fly 
~1s plane t~e same distance in a matter of hours. A modern 
lm!'lr can sail to Spain in several days and the passengers can 
enJOY the comforts of home. 
If Columbus were alive today he would marvel at our 
progress. He would see the carts of his era replaced by sleek 
powerful automobiles and trucks. Small villages and town~ 
are now great cities made of marble and stone. Fatal diseases 
are now being cured by operations and wonder drugs. 
The trusty m~skets of his day have been replaced by hydro-
gen and atomic bombs. Man has come a long way since Oct. 
of 1492. Columbus would indeed be amazed. 
. But after he. took a second look he might not be so 
impressed. He might be tempted to ask, "Many things have 
come from your hands and brains, but what have you done 
for yourselves?" 
Man's products have improved but his own progress is 
stagnated. Many wars were fought during the life of Colum-
bus but even more are fought now. And today we have the 
distinction of killing more of each other. 
To answer the question· of Columbus fairly we must say 
"Nothing" with a slight margin for error. A~ything more 
would be deemed a falsehood. I 
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By Joe McCarilay 
Everyone has heard Rock 
and Roll music. Not everyone 
likes it. In fact, many are 
most emphatic in stating their 
dislike. The maniacal noises 
of the Rock and Roll have 
been around these many months 
now, and the presence of that 
type of music on the hit parade 
lists has not yet ceased to amaze 
the music public. However, the 
presence of R & R on the hit pa-
rade, by that very fact means that 
people are buying and listening 
to the stuff. Certainly somebody 
must like it. 
After intensive research and 
studies, a Cincinnati radio station 
has discovered that despite gigan-
tic sales and number of requests, 
this new music isn't really g~­
erally popular. As a result, the 
L. -U. Wilson Station, WCKY, last 
week changed ·the music pattern 
of its prosramming from rhythm 
to melody. It's a good move. In 
effect it curtails greatly the 
types of music that ean be played 
by the station's DJ's, as it is con· 
sidered to be a ban, partially at 
least, on Rock and Roll. 
How can the station do this 
when R & R is still tops in .popu-
larity, you ask? Well, the station 
management says that the music 
is beginning to fall off in re-
quests and sales. They also state 
that their main audience is the 
housewife who has been polled, 
and has definitely stated that her 
dislike of Rock and Roll. 
Disc Jockey Rex Dale of the 
station believes that Rock and 
Roll still has a future. "Most of 
it has been pretty bad up to 
now;!' he admits, "but it's a happy 
type thing, and future releases 
are to bring better songs, with 
better lyrics, and better ahange-
ments. In other words, Rock and 
Comment 1-Today in the News: For those young men Roll is going to be cleaned up," 
who by passed up the Oct. 8 issue of the Saturday Evening he says. . 
Post in favor of Confidential allow me to give my views on "The teen-agers made Rock 
Earl Lawson's article, "Football's Man Without Mercy" or and RoU," Rex believes, "and it is they who have kept it up 
the Sid Gillman story. there. They've taken a Hklng to 
Lawsott covers the life of Gill· ite of his first grade teacher and it because it's something that 
man from his days at Miami then goes on to . say "as I was no one else ftke!i. It's something 
University and then his some- with all my teachers." that has happened several times 
what dubious reign at UC. To Comment 5: Yes We Have No before in the music biz during 
say that Lawson was promoting Bananas: Joe McCarthy who com- just the past few years." 
Gillman for the Man of the Year petes with me for your attention The MUSIC STAND believes 
award would be the misstate- on this page reports that some that the station is on the right 
ment of the century. He relates Russian musical artists are visit· track, and hopes that since a 
stories such as the ,$30 dollar a ing our fair nation. Here's our precedent has now been set, other 
plate dinners given for Sid and salute to them. They're like a stations will follow suit in their 
his associates, his recruitment banana: green at first, then they programming. 'llhe curtailment 
efforts, and the numerous dis- get yellow, and finally turn rot- of Rock and Roll, we are sure, 
agreements with Woody Hayes en. (Continued on Page 6) 
only to name a few. :::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=~;;~;;;;: 
Also mentioned were Gillman's -
words to the effect that Cincin-
nati was not big enough for two 
colleges and that Xavier had no 
right to be on the same field with 
the bad Bearcats. No doubt he 
could have been found eating his · 
words late last Saturday ·after-
noon when his former charges 
were bruised and battered 37 -0. 
DOWN FR.ONT 
By Tom Mc.4riliJle 
The purpose of the article (be-
sides the $800 he got for writing 
it) seemed to be the exposition 
of the Gillman football philos-
ophy. I think that he failed in 
bringing out that fact, and hurt 
the university that Gillman was 
formt!rly associated with. 
Comment 2: Did you know?: 
Our Lady of ·Cincinnati College 
is associated with Edgecliff. 
Comment 3: Things to remem-
ber: It's still a man's world-but 
in his wife's name, of course. 
When a girl admits that she is 
wrong, you are in real trouble. 
Comment 4: Out or Life Maga-
sine: The past few issues of Life 
have carried the 'memoirs of 
former President Harry Truman. 
One humorous story that ap· 
peared was the fact that Mr. 
Truman had become a big favor~ 
A revival of Alfred Hitchcock's Notorious at the Hyde 
Park ... is t~is week's best picture. Twa "old" stars, Cary Grant 
and 1ngr1d Bergman, star in the Hitchcock thriller. Famous 
for its telephone kissing scene, the movie is but one in a line 
of many Hitchcock successes, the latest of which To Catch A 
Thief, also has Cary Grant and ' 
a not too un-Bergman, Grace long famous for his habit of 
Kelly. always appearing in one of the 
The subject or my review Is scenes of his pictures is recog-
not of Notorious and Its stan, but nized today as probably the mas-
rather the fat, elgar-smoldnr ter of the sophisticated thriller. 
Englishman who directed it, Al- His new show, with the return of 
fred , Hitchcock. Through the O~n~bus marks a definite · up-
eourtesy of the one-eyed 1Pled swmg of good drama and good 
Piper known as television, Alfred entertainment on television. 
Hitchcock ls now brought each Hitchcock's newcomer and the 
Sunday evening Into the Jiving "old~timer" Omnibus, are good 
rooms of Cincinnati homes In examples of what can be done 
his Alfred Hitchcock Presents. by adapting some of the better 
and more suitable _techniques of 
The famous Mr. Hitchcock, mov\es to television. 
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51 XU-ROTC Cadets Migrate To Army Vacation; 
Artillery Drill Featured As Special Entertainment 
By Jolan P a11Flander11, Neavs Asaociate Editor · 
If a cadet officer should tell you that he spent a good 
part of his summer blowing up sagebrush, don't look at him 
as if he's popped the ol' cork-he's telling the truth! 
Yes,,this summer as always, the senior class of ROTC had 
its summer encampment at the Artillery School, Fort Sill, 
Oklahoma. Among the multitudes 
of men about to begin their last 
year in colleges from coast to 
coast converged upon the big 
southern Oklahoma base were 51 
Xtvier men. 
Moving out by methods of their 
own choice on their travel allow-
ance (which is sufficient to fly 
first class), they reported on June 
25, and spent the next six weeks 
putting into practice what they 
GM, P&G' Aivard 
Fun.ds To Xavier 
Last year the General Motors 
and Proctor & Gamble corpora-
tions inaugurated a scholarship 
plan to help students with out-
standing ability, who are in fi-
nancial need. Xavier •University 
was chosen to be presented with 
· this plan by both companies. 
Under the General Motors plan 
250 four year scholarships will 
be awarded by 107 private and 
39 public institutions in 38 states. 
Regarding the Proctor & Gam-
ble program the first' scholar-
ships under the new plan began 
this year,and, when in full op-
eration, the overall program will 
consists of 200 four year scholar-
ships, open to both men and 
women, at 25 to 30 colleges and 
universities. 
At the present time Donald A. 
Barnhorst is the Xavier recipient 
·of the Procter & Gamble scholar-
ship, while Thomas J. Eckstien 
possesses the assistence from 
General Motors. 
BOUNTIFUL BABIES FILL 
FACULTY HOUSEHOLDS 
On Oct. 9, at Good Samaritan 
Hospital, the wife of Mr. Paul L. 
Burkhart, accountant for the uni-
versity gave birth to a boy. Re-
cently, the household of Mr. Ed-
ward J. Goodman, assistant pro-
fessor of history, and his wife; 




James L. Arata, 8610 Winton 
Rd., 'has been named c9airman of 
the annual Xavier Alumni Home· 
coming ceremonies to be held 
Oct. 29 in connection with the 
Xavier-Boston College football 
game. 
A member of the Xavier class 
of 1943, Arata is a member of the 
Board of Governors of the Alum-
ni Association. He was a star 
tackle on the Xavier football 
teams of the early forties. 
RENT A TYPEWRITER 
Student rate, I · montbl Sll 
Complete touch tnfnl book free 
with each rental 
AU ...... ..W · l'OaT.UU.U .. ;r ... 
11 ......... .,.. ................. 
eo•dltlo... •TAMDAaD •utt... IH ... 
PETER PAUL SERVICE 
108 Mala Street PA 1·0861 
had been studying in military 
classes for the three years pre-
ceeding, as well as getting a good 
taste of army life. As senior Hal 
Baumeister puts it, "We did 
everything from pre-dawn sen-
try duty to commanding batter-
ies." 
The base itself is located in 
southern Oklahoma, near Law-
ton, and is one of the nation's 
largest and most important Army 
posts. Until just recently, the 
huge Artillery School was com-
manded by Major General A. M. 
Harper, who as major A. M. 
Harper, founded the Xavier mil-
itary department in 1936. Xavier's 
first PMS&T retired after a 
colorful career recently. 
Xavier cadets pose after gleeful summer vacation in the sunny Fort Sill paraclise. They devoted 
their time to destroying sage brush and avoiding rattlesnakes. 
Many of the Xavier men were 
outstanding in their perform-
ances, and the off-duty perform-
ances of Vito Rossi with his ac-
codrian attracted much favorable 
attention and became so well 
liked by the cadets that he was 
written up in a feature in the 
Summer Camp Bulletin. The en-
campment ended on August 5. 
The plans for the present jun-
iors' tour next summer are al-
ready under way in St. Barbara 
Hall and a rumor that the camp 
period was to be lengthened to 
eight weeks has been described 
as "Completely false as far as 
anything we know" by the 
PMS&T, Lt. Col. Jesse H. Brown. 
The Xavier group was accom-
panied by Majors Glenn B. Hel-
mick and William A. Thompson, 
Capt .George J. Porter, 1st Lt. 
John C. Allen, Master Sgt. Gor-
den B. Denton, and Sfcs Dennis 
R. Kersey and !Louis R. Deboe. 
Rev. George S. Chehayl, S.J., 
visited the men as a representa-
tive of the president of the uni-
versity. 
AccountersAccount Students Prepare Homecoming; 
For New Schedule Fl T B B .1 I A 
THE SHIRT 
LAUNDRY 
3616 l\lontgomery ltoad 
Evanston 
Don L. Mellott, president of the oats 0 e Ul t n rmory 
Accounting Society, has an- With Xavier's football prowess and spirit soaring skyward Baum ring's Pharmacy 
nounced the schedule for the 
society's monthly meetings. The like a fleet of Sup~r Constellations,, the pace of spirit and The Drug Store Closest To 
speaker for the Oct. 17 meeting plans for the Homecoming week-end '(Oct. 28-29) are moving Xav·ier University 
will be Mr. Michael J. Scallon, forward with equal speed and determination. The 1955 Home- 3618 l\lontgomery Road 
chief of a five-state area for coming Queen and her court w:.e=.r=.e~e::::l:.:::e:=c_=:te::::d=-::l::::a=.st:_:Fr~id=:ay::_:n=1~·g=h=.:t_~=~=l\l=E=l=ro=s=e=l=-=37::o=s===~ 
recruitment and placement in the at the pep raUy dance. The Queen 
Internal Revenue Department. is 18 year-old Marilyn Mussman 
The topic of'Mr. Scallon's speech (Miss Rifle Club), and her two 
has as yet to be announced. attendants are, Dottie Lohr (Miss . 
The list of speakers at the Psychology Club), and Carol 
society meetings for the 1955-56 Dickman (Miss Cleveland Club). 
fall and spring semesters is as The annual float-building par-
follows: ' ty held in the Armory on Home-
Nov. 9 Mr. Russell J. Walker, coming Friday night (Oct. 28) 
Dean, Xavier Evening will be conducted again this year 
College .exactly as it has been in the past. 
Nov. 21 l\lr. Harold W. Walker Club·s and organizations will pass 
of l\lurphy, Lanier and the evening constructing their 
Quinn entries which will be paraded 
Jan. 11 Mr. Bruce Shannon, Lo- before the public at the game 
cal President of the Con- Saturday afternoon. The com-
trollers Institute mittee is hoping to have the 
Feb. 13 Milling l\lachine Tour · largest number of floats ever to 
Feb. 20 Mr. Willis K. Waterfield, participate. All campus organi-
C.P.A., partner of Ly- zations are urged to enter floats. 
brand Ross· Bros. and As usual, $25 will be allotted to 
l\lontgomery each group entering a float, with 
l\far. 13 Controllers Institute which to build it. No one may 
Forum, comprising stu· spend more than that amount! 
dents of l\liami and Xav- All other float building rules re-
ier Universities and the main unchanged. 
University of Cincinnati A record crowd is expected at 
Apr. 17 Mr. James Favret, C.P.A., the Homecoming dance and prep-
member of the 0 h i o erations are well on the way to 
State Board of Account- insure sufficient seating capacity 
ancy 
It's 




'The Most Improved 
DoubJe;.Decker Hamburger 
Compare The Difference! 
SIXH SECOND. SHOPS, Inc • 
Open 24 Hours o Day 
NOW THE FAMOUS GONDOLA SANDWICH 







"Vanity Fair" and clever 
unscrupulous Becky~ 
One nice thing about 
being our customer is 
"The Noblest Sandwich 
of The111 All" 
TIY CAPRI'S PIZZA PIES 
A Flavor You'il Remember 
OVEN FRESH 
c:.\RRY OlJT SEJlVICE 
l'tAIN •••• ~ .......... -~~J~~'J: 
(Chene and Tomato) 
f."~,s,:~Mii.°.'::::::: 1::: J::: 
ANCHOVIES ••• •••••••• .90 t.7S 
PEPPERONI ............ 90 l.'l'S 
CAPRI'S DE LUX& •••• I.JS J.U 
Comb•natlon 
Capri'• Pizza Pie Drl•e·ln-located 
OD the Southeast Corner Tenneuee 
•nd Readlnll Rnado-Dond Hiii. 
ORDER DY 1'HONE0 JE 1·9308 
OJ>!n E•e,,, Day 4 P.M. 'TU I A.M. 
ErldayNS.:::~~r 2·:~ ,::mda¥ 
"The Party Snacl( IVith 
A Continental Touch" 
that not only do you wear· the smartest clothes in town, 
but you never have to sharpen your wits to do business 
with us. You can depend on us to sharpen our pencil 
when we go to market to save money for youJ/ · ·· 
- ._:-J 
Cincinnati's Fashion Stores 
Mahley & Carew 
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HOWLS FROM THE LAIR Xavier To Clash With Dayton Under L 
By Bruno Woll/ Flyers To Try To .Rebound After Loss To UL;, 
B k t T A M k • W d for 41 yards. JU t 1 The usual quiet and impartiality that exists in a press 
box was missing last Saturday afternoon up in the spacious_ 
enclosure high above the west side of Nippert Stadium. It 
must have been the overflow of the enthusiasm that was so 
noticeable down where the battle was being carried out. Dur-
ing the final quarter of the game when UC was beyond hope 
of getting back into the game and Mike Murphy was throwing 
desperately in hopes of averting a shut out, somebody said, 
"What happened to 'Magic Mike'?, He l~ave his wand at 
home?" Then somebody else yelled when Bob Sturgeon 
grabbed Mick Connolly by the leg and started to carry the 
coach off the field at the ·end of the game, "Mick Connolly 
for president." 
• • • • • 
At the time Sturgeon was hoisting Connolly to his shoul-
ders, Frank Sweeney pounced on *he football 'to fulfill the 
desire he •expressed at the pre-game banquet last Friday of 
walking off the field with the winning football. It was the 
consensus of opinion that nobody ever played the way Frank 
did last Saturday. The whole line smashed so hard that it 
was no wonder UC fumbled six times. Norm Zmyslinski's 70 
yard runback after swiping one of Mike Murphy's fourth 
quarter passes was a real demonstration of clever running 
and effective downficld blocking. 
• • • • • 
But last Saturday is history and we're all looking forward 
to tomorrow's game with Dayton. The Flyers loom as under-
dogs, especially after their loss last week to Louisville. But I 
wouldn't underestimate their power and ability because of 
the defeat. They'll be up and after Xavier scalps. Tomorrow 
is migration day, the day on which Xavier students move en 
masse for an away game. See the article elsewhere in The 
News for particulars. 
Jochem Jacl~ Of All Trades: 
Honor Student,·G.ridder, Singer 
By Charlie W oeale · 
A fisherman, a Frenchman, and a fullback-a singer, a 
student, and a speedster. A combination-no, more like a 
conflagration; but that's Mr. Eugene Nicholas Jochem, a 
happy-go-lucky Musketeer from the word "go." Even with 
his carefree character, Gene still finds time to be an honor 
student, churn up opposing for-
ward walls, and catch a fish once 
in a while. 
Mr. Jochem is a well travelled 
man, having come to Xavier by 
way of Cincinnati Purcell, Co-
Gene Jochem 
lumbian Prep School, and the 
US Naval Academy. He lettered 
.three' years at Purcell under 
Coach Jim McCarthy, where he 
showed a lot of promise, espec-
ially as a defensive linebacker. 
(Gene received the best defen-
siv player award in his senior 
year as the Cavaliers went un-
beaten.) Then came an appoint-
ment to Annapolis. Before en-
tering the ·Academy, though, 
Gene studied and played a year 
at the prep school. 
After his freshman year with 
the Midshipmen, Gene returned 
home and in the fall Xavier 
.gained another student and Ed 
Kluska another fullback. · 
As a sophomore Gene ran with 
the best compiling a 4.7 rushing 
mark. However, an injury near 
the end of the season sidelined 
him and he has had trouble hit-
ting his stride since then. 
"Jocko's" biggest sports thrill 
is dual-beating Roger Bacon his 
senicir year to complete an un-
beaten season and being a mem-
ber of the '54 Muskie squad, 
which rolled Boston College. 
Don Coleman, an All-American 
end from Michigan State, whom 
J ochem player against up at 
Camp Atterbury while he was a 
freshman is the most outstand-
ing player "I've faced," quotes 
Jochem. Boston College's Eagles, 
featuring "Zig Zag" Zotti, Frank 
Morze and Co. was the best team 
he's knocked heads with. 
Although majoring in Physics 
here at X, Mr. Jochem still finds 
time along with his other activi-
ties to ·step before the television 
cameras of this university's col-
lege variety show "Xavier Pre-
sents," which airs over WCPO-TV 
in the spring. Gene, who has been 
a regular on the program for the 
last four years, sings solo num-
bers along with occasional work · 
with a trio. 
After ."that day" next June 
will come a stretch in the Army. 
Gene then hopes to go into grad-
uate work in physics. 
Musketeer Sailors 
Outrace Cincinnati 
Since the beginning of the 
fall term the members of the 
X av i e r University Sailing 
Club . have sailed in three 
regattas. The first, on · Sep-
tember 24, was at Lake Cowan 
versus Cincinnati, UC winning 
three races to one. · 
However, one week later, again 
at Lake Cowan, the Muskie 
sailors finished second to Purdue 
University by the slim margin of 
one point. This last weekend the 
club traveled to Detroit for a 
septagonal regatta sponsored by 
Wayne University, but fared not 
too well, finishing last. 
In ensuing weeks the Middies 
will travel to Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan and Columbus, Ohio, for 
regattas sponsored by. the Uni-
versity of Michigan and Ohio 
State University respectively. In 
oc e11ste le 0 11110)' us 1es, ar . Injured As a team Dayton has gained l 1 ap own 
The University of Dayton Flyers, limping from a stun- 555 yards on the ground and 105 T h C 
ning defeat at the hands of Louisville, 19-7, will entertain in the air. Its defense has yielded a es 0111 
the Xavier University football Musketeers in their Dayton 476 yards rushing and 261 pass-
stadium under the arcs tomorrow night at eight o'clock. The ing in the three games up to date. 
Coach Mick Connolly of Xavier 
Flyers own a two and one record while the Muskies enter is expected to counter Dayton 
the game with an even count with his usual bags of tricks that 
of two wins and two losses. ranges from shifts to field goals, 
Coach Hugh Devore of the employing his two platoon line 
Flyers has been having his and backfield. Terry Malone, who 
troubles trying to keep his first was carried off the field last 
string team together physically. Saturday, will not be able to 
John Bettinger, his regular right play because of a leg injury. 
half, has been unable to make 
an appearance in even one play 
this season while ' co-captain 
Jack Muldowney, Dayton's left 
tackle, has been out of action 
since their opener with Cincin-
nati with a cracked rib. Then just 
last week Jerry Ward, a stellar 
224-pound right guard, smashed 
up his knee; and it is doubtful 
whether he'll be able to play 
tomorrow night. There is a chance 
that Bettinger and Muldowney 
may be ready for Xavier. 
Chaney Leads Rushers 
Devore's spirits are somewhat 
raised by the fact that Bettinger's 
replacement, Claude Chaney, is 
leading the team in average 
yards gained, picking up 123 
yards in 20 carries. Billy Smith, 
who usually runs from the right 
Ken Bockenstette 
halfback spot, has .ground out 145 
yards in 32 tries; but Bernie 
Burke leads the Flyers in scoring, 
having scored four touchdowns 
to the.. rest of the team's three. 
Burke is the first line fullback. 
Bockenstette Veteran 
Ken Bockenstette, a veteran 
campaigner, is Devore's number 
Dayton's Record 
15 Cincinnati ;........................... 14 
26 Kent State ............................ 13 
7 Louisville .............................. 19 
48 Won 2; Lost 1 48 
one quarterback. He's hit · on 
nine of 26 passes for 60 yards and 
a .346 average. Bockenstette also 
the latter, Xavier will be par-
ticipating in the Timme Angsten 
Memorial Trophy Eliminations 
against such schools as Cincin-
nati, Ohio Wesleyan, Ohio State, 
Denison, .and Baldwin-Wallace. 
Once again this year the Sail-
ing Club is very active in cam-
pus doings, having already spon-
sored a dance at the armory. With 
the proceeds, Commodore Paul 
Wurzelbacher reports that by 
this weekend the Sailing Club 
will be the owners of a new 
boat. Commodore Wurzelbacher 
also said that the Club's mem-
bership has swollen with fifteen 
new freshmen members. Mr. 
Joseph E. Bourgeois, Assistant 
Professor of German and French, 
is the club's moderator. 
Last season Dayton won two 
from Xavier, 21-20 and 13·0, but 
the Muskies lead in the series, 
16-15. 
THE SERIES 
1907 XU 17 UD II 1940 UD 13 XU O 
1908 UD 6 XU 0 1941. XU 27 UD O 
1909 UD 12 XU 0 1942 UD 20 XU 13 
1910 UD 4li XU 3 1946 UD 33 XU 8 
XU 8 UD II 1947 UD 38 XU 8 
1911 XU II UD 0 1948 UD 1 XU O 
1912 UD 40 XU 0 1949 XU 21 UD 1 
1917 XU 1 UD 3 XU H UD O 
1920 XU 20 UD 0 1950 XU 211 UD 21 
1921 XU 13 UD 0 1951 XU 20 UD 0 
1922 XU 411, UD 13 1952 XU H UD 13 
1929 UD 111 XU O UD 13 XU O 
1930 UD 1/XU O 1953 XU 1 UD O 
1931 UD 7 XU 1 XU 0 UD O 
1932 UD 1 XU O 1954 UD 21 XU 20 
1938 XU H UD 1 UD 13 XU O 
1939 XU 12 UD 1 
XU 111 wins, UD lG wins, two &111. 
Average Score UD 11.11 XU 9.9 
REMAINING SCHEDULE 
DATE OPPONENT PLACE 
Co-capt. Jim Katcavage Oct. 15 Dayton ............... ~ .... There 
Oct. 22 Youngstown .......... Home 
does most of the Dayton punt- . 
ing. 
Oct, 29 Boston College ...... Home 
Nov. 5 Great Lakes .......... There· 
Steve Bosway leads the Flyers 
in pass reception, catching five 
Nov. 19 Marshall ................ There 
All playing ciates are' Saturdays. 
FROSH FOO·TBALL ROSTER 
Player Pos. 
Abernethy, Mike E 
Bachman, Dick BB 
Bender, Dan G 
B'g'ns'h'tz, Bob FB 
Boyle, Dan E 
Brady, Tom BB 
Bryant, Mark E 
Casper, Jerry QB 
Cole, George C 
Coyle, Faust BB 
DelConte, Art T 
Farrell, Joe T-C 
Finn, John BB 
Frank, Franklin G 
Goedde, Barry G 
Goings, Russ T 
Jolley, Jim FB 
Jordan, Joe BB 
Kearney, Mike G 
K'rp'w'cz, Frank E 
Lane, Ralph QB 
Marshall, Bob T 
· Maskell, Dave E 
McD'n'ugh, Paul E 
Meyer, Bob T-G 
Meyer, Terry FB 
Novak, Bob E 
O'D'n'eU, Dick BB 
Paris, Jack G 
Reilly, Paul BB 
Schiller, Tom FB 
Schroeder B. J. T 
Sllvatl, John E 
Tasch, George C 
Vetter, Lou · G 
Wessel, Jim BB 
McBale, Jim T 
McM'h'n, Mike QB 
et. wt. Age Hometown - High School 
6-1 183 17 Brooklyn, N.Y., Xavier 
5-8 163 21 Cincinnati, Elder · 
5-9 176 19 St. Bemard, O., Roger Bacon 
5-11 177 18 Ft. Wayne, Ind., Central Catholic 
6-1 188 20 Cincinnati, Elder 
5-9 171 18 St. Louis, ·Mo., Christian Brothen 
6-1 192 22 Quincy, Mass., St. John's Prep 
6-1 172 18 Niagara Falls, N.Y., High 
6-0 194 21 Salisbury, Mass., Newburyport 
6-1 174 18 New Brunswick, N.J., Highland Pk. 
5-11 217 21 Philadelphia, Pa., Southeast Cath. 
6-0 228 18 Indianapolis, Ind., Cathedral 
6-0 165 17 Cincinnati, St. Xavier 
6-0 189 18 Akron, O., St. Mary 
5-11 178 18 Cincinnati, Roger Bacon 
6-U 205 23 Stamford, Conn., High 
5-10 174 18 Cincinnati, Purcell 
5-10 166 18 Toledo, O., Central Catholic 
5-10 176 17 Cincinnati, Roger Bacon 
6-0 177 18 Peoria, JH., Spalding Institute 
6-0 193 23 Cincinnati, Westem Bills 
6-1 222 17 Chelsea, Mass., High 
6-2 191 18 Cleveland, 0., St. Ignatius 
5-11 181 18 Boston, Mass., English 
5-9 197 19 Cincinnati, Purcell 
5-8 172 18 Cincinnati, Purcell 
6-1 170 18 Chicago, 111., St. Ignatius 
5-8 162 18 Cleveland, 0., St. l1natlus 
5-11 208 21 Canton, O., Central Catholic 
5-11 173 18 Newburyport, Mass., Newburyport 
5-11 188 21 Cincinnati, Elder 
6-2 207 18 Hartford, Wis., Blrh 
6-3 192 18 Cincinnati, Purcell 
5-11 175 18 Cincinnati, Purcell 
5-11 188 19 Cincinnati, St. Xavier 
5-IO 158 18 Hamilton, o., Ross Township 
6-2 198 21 Atlantic City, N.Y., Roly Spirit 
5-11 175 18 Cincinnati, Rorer Bacon 
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
Too Important To Forget- . 
The tremendous.value.of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
H. MILL~R DAIRY CO., INC~ 
656 East McMillan . WOodburn 1-2474 
The Naptow 
hitting the ma·plE 
ing the Team 7 
Kirchner's 527 a 
Four to run their · 
to six games. 
Team 3 behind 
523 and Jim D 
nipped the inspire 
Team 1, leader un 
loss. Tim Conliff 
and Ed Sajewsk 
game fell short of 
ing bowlers of Te. 
with excellent effoi 
and tenth frames 
and two beat the 
Hurtubise in closE 
hurled a 676 final 
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1tiJn ··Under Lights Tomorrow· Muskies Stamp 37•0 Setback ~ 
'Cats Absorb Worst Def eat Smee 
Ciney; 
1931 
Dayton has gained 
the ground and 105 
defense has yielded 
iling and 261 pass-
,e games up to date. 
~onnolly of Xavier 
:o counter Dayton 
bags of tricks that 
hifts to field goals, 
: two platoon line 
Terry Malone, who 
off the field last 
l not be able to 
>f a leg injury. 
Dayton won two 
n-20 and 13-0, but 
lead in the series, 
Naptown Tliree l:'lus One Consistent; 
Takes Command In X Boivling Leagrte 
By Flo Sokolowski 
The Naptown Th.ree Plus One swept into the lead by 
hitting the maples for consistent totals of 735-725-725 in wreck-
ing the Team 7 quartet led once again by Mark Maher. Bob 
Kirchner's 527 and George' Smith's 468 enabled the Sleepy 
Four to run their winning streak 
to six games. 
Team 3 behind Ed Burkhert's 
523 and Jim Dusablon's 513 
nipped the inspired foursome of 
Team 1, leader until three game 
loss. Tim Conliffe's 500 series 
and Ed Sajewski's 209 final 
game fell short of the high scor-
swamp Team 8. 
~ SERIES 
5 1940 UD 13 XU 
O 1941. XU 21 UD 
O 1942 UD 20 XU 
3 1946 UD 33 XU 
5 1941 UD 38 XU 
0 1948 UD 1 XU 
O 1949 XU 21 UD 
3 XU H UD 
o 1950 XU 28 UD 
0 1951 XU 28 UD 
.3 1952 XU H UD 
0 UD 13 XU 
o 1953 XU 1 VD 
7 XU 0 UD 
o 1954 UD 21 XU 
7 UD 13 XU 
7 
ing bowlers of Team 3; Team 6 
0 with excellent efforts in the ninth 
The Four Roses combined the 
anchorman bowling of Don Fen-
ton, who hurled a 536 series, 
with team spirit to slaughter the 
never-die quartet of Team 2 led 
by Bill Board's 450. At the con-
clusion of the second week of 
bowling, Team 5 held the coveted 
number one position with Team 
3 one game back. In the individ-
ual race Jim Dusablon swept 
into the lead on an average of 
165.1. 
1g and tenth frames of game one 
e and two beat the charges of Fr. 
g Hurtubise in close games, then 
~ hurled a 676 final team game to 
JG wins, two tlea. 
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UP AND AWAY 
Don Turney reaches unsuccessfully for a pass during the Cin-
cinnati same. Photo by Solly 
Konkoly Puts Muskies Into Lead With TD, Field Goal; 
Xavier Forward Wall Vicious In Blanking Cincinnati 
By /ack Cher,.,· 
The Xavier Musketeers, rising to the occasion and dis-
playing brilliancy in every phase of the game, trounced the 
University of Cincinnati, 37-0, last Saturday afternoon before 
a near sellout crowd of 28,000 at Nippert Stadium. It was the 
second win in four starts for the Muskies and extended the 
losing streak of the Beacats to 
five over a two year span. 
Cincinnati took the opening 
kickoff and, after picking up a 
first down, were forced to punt. 
Norm Zmyslinski took the punt 
on his own twenty and raced 
twenty yards .to the fourty before 
being· pushed out of bounds and 
the Muskies were on their way. 
With Don St John, Bill Mcclos-
key, and Charlie O'Leary pound-
ing out yardage the Musketeers 
rolled sixty yards in nine plays 
to the UC one where a fumble 
secovered in the end zone by 
Bearcat Gus Del Rosa ended the 
first XU threat. 
Cincinnati took over on their 
own twenty but in two plays lost 
eight yards and on third down 
punted to O'Leary who returned 
it to the Xavier 45. Unduanted 
by the misfortune that stopped 
its initial attack, the Blue Battal-
ion went fifty five yards in 
eleven plays with Bob Konkoly 
bucking over from the one. St. 
John's kick split the uprights and 
Xavier went out in front to stay 
7-0, as the quarter ended. 
Cincy March Stopped 
The Bearcats iook the ensuing 
kickoff and began to muster a 
drive of their own. Starting on 
their own forty and with Mike 
Murphy and Rudy Comchoc pass-
ing, they moved to the Xavier 
21 where a fumble ended their 
only threat of the afternoon. 
·After an exchange of punts, 
Xavier, playing heads-up ball 
tackling with real authority, re-
covered a UC bobble on the Bear-
cat 39. Nearing the end of the 
first half Xavier drove to the UC 
18 and with time for one play 
Bob Konkoly, kicking on an 
angle, booted his first collegiate 
field goal to put the Muskies on 
top at half time 10-0. 
Xavier came out in the second 
half and taking the kickoff on 
its 21 moved to the UC 29 where 
the Beariats held on downs. On 
the first play Konkoly intercep-
ted Murphy's pass at midfield 
and returned to the UC 23. Seven 
plays later Norm Zmyslinski 
crashed over from the one and 
the rout was on. St. John con-
ver~d and the Muskies led 17-0. 
Cineinnati was stunned and on 
the run as Xavier successfully 
pulled off an onside kick recov-
ering on the UC 45 and in 
twelve plays the Musketeers ran 
through, around, and over the 
Bearcats to score 'again as Kon-
koly went over right tackle for 
two yards and six points. Kon-
koly convertep and the score 
read 24-0. Cincinnati in desper-
ation took to the air, but Norm 
Zmyslinski picked off a Comchoc 
pass on the X 25 and went sixty 
one yards ·to the Bearcat 14. 
Seconds later Zmyslinski on the 
option play went over from the 
five. The conversion attempt was 
wide and X led 30-0. 
Clearing the ·bench Mick Con-
nolly left only starter Norm Zmy-
slinski, but Norm was too much 
for the Bearcat passing attack, 
and several minutes later he 
intercepted a pass on the Xavier 
30 and with great downfield 
blocking weaved his way seventy 
yards to the final Xavier tally. 
Konkoly made it 37-0 with his 
conversion and for the first time 
since 1951 Xavier won back the 
mythical football championship 
of Cincinnati. The thirty seven 
point difference was the worst 
defeat hung on a Bearcat eleven 
since 1931 when Ohio State 
romped to a 67-6 win. 
XU Leads Statistics 
The Musketeers led in all de-
partments with the exception of 
puntini. The Muskies totaled 18 
first downs to the Bearcats 11, 
ground out 199 yards rushing as 
against Cincinnati's 74. Continued 
passing success enabled the Mus-
kies to complete five of thirteen, 
with none being intercepted for 
102 yards via the air. Cincy, on 
the other hand, completed five 
of seventeen for only 59 yards 
and had five intercepted by an 
alert Xavier defense. 
XAVIER STATISTICS 
Individual Scoring 
Player 'IDs EPA EPM FG PTS. 
St. John 4 6 6 0 30 
Konkoly 3 10 6 1 27 
Z'yslinskl 3 0 0 0 18 
Kilgore 1 O O 0 6 
Jocbem 1 0 0 0 6 
Bertoia 1 O O 0 8 
Junker 1 O 0 O 6 
1'avier 15 15 12 
Oppon. 8 8 6 




Player Att. Comp. Yds. % Int. 
Zmyslinskl 38 21 232 .552 1 
Bertoia 15 5 60 .333 1 
Brockhoff 12 6 39 .500 1 
When you've worked pretty late 
And the issue looks great . .. 
Why not celebrate! Have a CAMEL! 
It's a psychological fads Pleasure helps 
your dlsposhlon. If you're a smoker, re· 
member - more people get more pure 
pf easure from Camels than from any 
other cigarette! 
No other cigartHt is so 
rich-tasting, J•I so mlldl 
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MEET THE FACULTY 
' By Bill Poole 
Among the new Xavier faculty is Rev. John W. Malone, 
Music Stand 
(Continued from Page 2) 
will bother few radio listeners 
with the exception of a few ar-
dent crew-cutters. 
• * * 
S.J., who has joined the Department of Education. This is the Dixieland fans in the Cincy 
third occasion on which he has been associated with Xavier. area have had this week the not-
He entered the Society of Jesus at Milford in 1936 and was·• too-common opportunity of hear-
ing their music played live. Turk 
ordained at West Baden College in 1949. Murphy's Jazz Band has been 
Fr. Malone, a booked into the Hotel Sinton, and 
19 4 0 graduate Capt. Duane Hayes, a recent has been blasting away since 
of Xavier (Litt. addition to the Department of Tuesday. Members of he one-
B) is presently Military Science, comes to Xavier two crowd still have the next 
studying for a fr o m Ft. Sill, three evenings to get their live 
doctorate in ed- Okla., w her e Dixie. 
ucation from he was an ar- The Turk Murphy Band, hail-
the University tillery officer ing from San Francisco, is what 
of Minnesota. in the advanced is known as a New Orleans Re-
He was an in- course. ·Capt. vi val type outfit, and is often 
st r u ct or in Hayes, a native said to be the finest example of 
mathematics at Fr. Malone 0 f Carrollton, this type band in the country . 
Xavier from Ky., is a gradu- The Murphy bunch record' for 
1943 to 1946, during the World ate of Kentuc- Columbia, and blow fresh Dixie 
War II period when Xavier had ky's E astern in that old tradition. 
Cpt. Hayes 
put approximately 100 college st a t e College 
students and a number of high where he ma-
school seniors in addition to the jored in commerce. A veteran of 
Air Force unit stationed here. Fr. nine and a half years service, 
Malone is a native of LaSalle, he spent one year in Korea, and 
Ill. from there was sent to Ft. Hood, 
Rev. Desmond A. Schmal, S.J., Texas. He was then attached to 
brings nearly a quarter of a cen· the American Military Mission 
tury's teaching experience to near Ankarra, Turkey, for a 
Xavier's De· year. The captain resides" with 
P a r t m e n t of his wife and three children in 
Theology. A na- Th K 
tive of Crown 
Ft. omas, y. 
• * * 
For the first time since 1921, 
Russian musical artists are to 
visit the United . States. The Na-
tional Arts Foundation has ar-
rangecl for Dimitri Shostakovich, 
whose F i r s t Symphony was 
played by the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra at its opening 
concert last week, and three 
other leading Soviet composers 
to come to America to direct and 
NFCCS To Roast Weiners A.t Regional 
Congress; Fo1·eigners Also There 
Students from eight Ohio 
and Kentucky campuses will 
convene in the roof garden of 
the Sheraton Gibson Hotel at 
8:00 p.m. on Friday night, Oct. 
21, to hear Very Rev. Paul 
O'Connor, S.J., president of 
Xavier, keynote this fall's Con-
gress of the Ohio-Kentucky Re-
gion of the National Federation 
of Catholic College Students. The 
students have picked "The World-
Campus" as the theme for their 
gathering. 
Though the students present 
will be almost entirely from 
among the 10,000 c o n c e n -
trated on Catholic campuses in 
this area, the Congress will be 
truly international. Between 50 
and 75 students from dozens of 
perform their own works. 
Em i l G i 1e1 s , Russia's out-
standing pianist launched an 
American concert tour just last 
week with the ·Philadelphia Or-
chestra in its New York series at 
Carnegie Hall. Gilels' perfor-
mance was critiqued as most tri-
umphant. Indeed, the entry of 
, the leading Soviet artists into the 
U.S. is a most significant event. 
foreign lands will take over after · · 
the first session for the remain-
der of Friday night. Six Xavier 
men will be present, including 
foreign student Hans Hugo Wolff. 
These young men and women, 
hand picked in their home lands 
.. for education and contact in 
America, will lead seminar-style 
informal discussions on a range 
of current topics. 
The next day, Saturday, Oct. 
22, will see panel discussions on 
many phases of academic and 
co-curricular activity - stressing 
student viewpoint. For example, 
Dr. Thomas Hailstones, head of 
Xavier's economics department, 
will introduce this year's national 
collegiate debate topic "The 
Guaranteed Annual Wage" to the 
collegians at the forensics panel. 
John T. Grupenhoff, the re-
gional NFCCS president will 
close the congress on Saturday 
night at a plenary session. Fol-
lowing this, the students will 
have a weiner roast and song 
session on -the Edgecliff College 
grounds. 
All students and their friends 
are invited; registration fee for 
the Foreign Students' Night will 
be 75 cents; a dollar and a half 
fee will cover both days. 
Point, Ind., Fr. 
Schmal entered 
the Society at 
Florissant, Mo., 
in 1915 and 
w a s ordained 
in St. Louis in 
1928. 
LUCKY DROODLES! LUCKY DROODLES! YEA! 
Fr. Schmal 
He received 
a doctorate in theology and phi-
losophy from St. Louis Univer-
sity and a Magister Aggregatus 
from the Gregorian College in 
Rome. As a scholastic he taught 
English and Latin at Detroit 
High. For the past 21 years, Fr. 
Schmal has been a theology in-
structor at the Archdiocese of 
Chicago seminary at Mundelein, 
Ill. Mundelein, a seminary for 
secular priests, is staffed by the 
Jesuits. 
ETS Sets Test Dates 
For Graduate Stud,ents 
The Educational Testing Ser-
vice has announced that Feb. 2, 
April 14, and August 18, 1956 will 
be the administration dates for 
the Admission Test for Graduate 
Study, which is required by many 
of the graduate business schools 
throughout the country. Informa-
tion concerning these tests may 
be obtained either from. the 
Princeton office of the ETS, or 
from the university faculty ad-
visers. 
Karches Photos 
W edding11 A S pecialt.y 
REASONABLE PRICES 
Call KI 1-7643 
RENT 
A Typewriter 
All Makes, New and Used 




One block east of Hughes High 
2504 Clifton AV 1-8758 
DIATH OF ACHILLIS 
Johanna Hanson Ross 
' Radcliffe 
•AIRY GODMOTMllS' 
CON VINTI ON 
Kenneth Bishop 
Duke 
IOUPll POI MONK 
.Jean. Drum 





For solution, see 
•paragraph below. 
A FLIGHT OF IMAGINATION ,.prompted the Droodle 
above-it's titled: Flying saucer with Lucky-smoking 
crew. But it's a down-to-earth fact that Luckies taste 
better than any other cigarettes-and for down-to-
earth reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine 
tobacco. Then, that light, mild tobacco is roasted to 
taste even better • • • cl~aner, fresher, smoother. So, 
~'Glurg shrdlu!" (In saucer language, that means, 
~~For taste that's out of this world, light up a Lucky!") 
DROODLEB. Copyright 1953 by Roger Price ,, 
-~fQd'~ .. ------------,-Jo"""""' 
COLLEGE I . 
PREFER 
LUCKIES I 
Luckies lead all° 
other brands, regu-
lar , or king size, 
among 36,075 
college ·students 
questioned coast to 
coast. The number-
one reason: Luckies 
taste better •. 
I 
. . 
LUCKIES TASTI lllTIR .. Cleaner, Msller, Smoother/ 
4DA. l:Co. HODVC:t' 01' cre~~~-c,a.,, 411HIC4'1 H4DllfG llAllUfAC,Uala Of. CIGAUftM 
I 
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The Night Side of The News 
Short Term· Courses Beckon 
160 Students T~ Night College 
160 students have enrolled 
in the short-term courses at 
the Evening College. Four dif-
ferent subjects are included 
in the program which began 
during the week of Oct. 3. 
Since these courses will be taught 
for eight weeks only, no credit 
will be merited. 
ology, on Wednesday. This course 
is designed to put the student 
into closer contact with reality 
in its fullness, through a deeper 
grasp on the basic truths of his 
Faith. Thirty-two students have 
registered for this course. 
Instruction in decorating the 
home will be given on Thursday 
evenings by Mr. Clifford R. Dan-
nenfelser of the department of 
interior decorating of the H. & S. 
Pogue Company. The course will 
cover the principles of art, princi-
ples of intel"ior decorating, color 
and color schemes, floor cover-
ings and fabrics, furniture ar-
rangement and room composi-
tion, and proper placement of 
pictures and objects of art. Forty-
three students will take the 
course. 
Mr. Edward Welz of the Xavier 
Accounting Department will teach 
bookkeeping for the small busi-
ness, which is a general intro- N 
duction to record-keeping for the elw l1istructors On EC Stuff; 
Teach, Variety Of Subjects 
small business. The future book-
keepers will study the necessary 
records for various .taxes, and 
organization problems. Thirty-
five students have enrolled in 
the class which meets on Monday 
evenings. 
Contract Bridge is taught on 
Tuesday evenings by Mrs. Her-
man Lackman, Master Goren 
Instructor. Fifty students will 
play as they learn the rudiments 
of the Goren system of contact 
bridge. 
The Basic Truths of Our Faith 
will be taught by Rev. Joseph F. 
Scharf, S.J., Department of The-
BREAK 
By Sfllly Evm1s 
Eight new instructors have joined the teaching staff of 
Xavier University Evening College for the coming year. They 
will have courses in the fields of theology, secretarial practice, 
economics, sociology and English. 
In theology, Rev. Joseph F. Scharf, S.J., will teach /The 
Life of Christ in Tuesday eve-
nings, while Rev. Mark F. Hur-
tubise, S.J., will have The Church 
on Thursdays. Both Fr. Sharf and 
Fr. Hurtubise are in the theology 
department at the Evanston cam-
staff at Madeira High School. 
Mr. Charles A. Atwood, a part-
ner in the law, firm of Frost and 
Jacobs will have a course in the 
field of economics on Tuesdays. 
His course is, Labor Relations and pus. 
A course in secretarial practice, Collective Bargaining. 
Beginners Shorthand, will be Aslo in this field, Mr. Charles 
given by Miss Ruth M Romano J. Burridge will offer Transpor-
on Tuesday and Thursday nights. tation and Traffic Management on 
Miss Romano is on the teaching Wednesdays. Mr. Burridge is the 
By Jack Lflnders division traffic manager at Na-
tional Distillers Products. 
And it came to pass during · A1111ou11ces Program Mr. Price Gaines, Jr., is an in-surance agent and will cover that 
the first year of the reign of Testing Service subject in the course General In-
Harry (Mick) Connolly that surance. This class will meet on · · The Educational Testing Ser-
the annual battle between the vice has announced the dates for Thursday evenings. 
X d th 
· f d In sociology a course will be avierites an · e1r eare the Graduate Record Examina- given by Mr Joseph T. Doran, 
intra-city rivals, the Bearcats, tions and the Law School Admis- assistant professor of sociology at 
was to take place. And the date sion Tests to be administered at Our Lady of Cincinnati College. 
was Oct. 8. And the day was fair its various centers in the coming His course, An Introduction to 
and cool. year. s · 1 ·11 b T d oc10 ogy, w1 e on ues ay 
And a vast crowd hurried Examination dates for the GRE, nights. 
forth from the city to the great required of applicants for admis- 'And another professor at the 
amphitheater, which is called sion to a number of graduate Evanston campus, Mr. Thomas G. 
Nippert Stadium, to witness the schools, are Nov. 19, 1955 and Jan. Wack, will also be at the Evening 
great spectacle. And there was 21, April 28, and July 7, 1956. The College for the first time. He will 
much conjecture among them as GRE includes a test of general teach a course in The Survey of· 
to how the battle would come ability and advanced level tests American Literature to 1865 on 
out. For the Xavierites had in 16 different subJ'ect fields. · 
waged a mighty battle the week The Law School Admission 
Thursday evenings. 
before against the Miamites, who Tests, required of applicants for 
live in the town of Oxford, in the admission to many of the leading Completion Closes 
Valley of the Ohio. And they had American -law schools, will be F G N l 
been vanquished only 13-12. administered at the examination or rants ov. 
And among the crowd rushing centers of the ETS on Nov. 12, Nov. 1 is the closing date of 
forth from the city were two 1955, and Feb. 18, April 21, and the competitions for government 
· young students, a boy from the Aug. 11, 1956. This test consists educational exchange grants for 
night school of the Xavierites of objective questions measuring graduate study abroad, it was an-
and a girl foreigner or Bearcat verbal aptitude and reasoning nounced by the nstitute of Inter-
iooter. And how these two came ability, and it cannot be studied pational Education. One month 
to be together Is not known. for.' remains in which to apply for 
{\nd the two seated themselves Application forms and infor- awards under the Fulbright an'! 
in a section that contained root- mation concerning these two tests Buenos Aires Programs. 
ers from both camps. And having can either be obtained from the Eligibility requirements for 
dined on hot dogs and cokes, the university's faculty advisers, or these foreign study fellowships 
girl turneth to the boy and saith, from the Princeton, N. J., office are: (1) United States citizen-
"Look here, you Snook, I'll give of the E'l'S. Applications for the ship; (2) A college degree or its 
you X and seven points for 50. GRE tests and for the Law School equivalent at the time the award 
cents." And he looketh at her Admission test must reach the is to be taken up; (3) Know-
and pitieth her. "I hate to take ETS office at least 15 days and ledge of the language of the 
your mon~," he saith scornfully. ten days respectively before the country sufficient to carry on the 




By Dick JFeik, Neavs .Aasociale Editor 
On July 31 of this year was celebrated the 400th anniver-
sary of the death of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the 
Society of Jesus. So that the Catholic world would signalize 
the effective influence that i:esulted from his holy life, and 
so that homage would be paid to a great saint, the Superior 
General of the Jesuits instituted 
the wol'ld-wide celebration of an 
"Ignutiun Year." The Ignatian 
Year" began on July 31, 1955, and 
will extend to July 31, 1956. 
Solclicr of Fortune 
St. Ignatius whose full name 
was Inigo Lopez de Loyola, was 
Jesuit Founder 
born at the Castle of Loyola, 
near Azpeitia, in the Basque 
Province of Guipuzcoa, Spain, in 
1491. 
In 1521, just 29 years after the 
discovery of America, the adven-
turous Ignatius was one of the 
defenders against in attack by 
the French on the Spanish city 
of Pampeluna, the capital of Na-
varre. During the battle, Ignatius 
was felled by a cannon ball. 
Imaginary Heroes 
During his convalescence, the 
only reading material available 
to Ignatius was that on the lives 
of Christ and the saints. As a 
result of his perusing this liter-
ature, Ignatius realized that the 
secular heros of his imaginatfon 
were inferior to those of the 
supernatural life, and he finally 
decided to dedicate his life to the 
cause of Christianity. 
Next came long periods of 
prayer and penance. After this 
Ignatius studied at the Univer-
sity of Paris. 




and a group of his followers 
pronounced vows of poverty and 
chastity. And on September 27, 
1540, Pope Paul III signed their 
Constitution, marking the offic-
iial founding of the Society of 
Jesus. Ignatius headed the order 
until he died of Roman fever in 
1556. 
Work of Successors 
Ignatius was beatified on July 
27, 1609, by Pope Paul V. He was 
canonized on March 12, 1&22, by 
Gregory XV. On the tercentenary 
anniversary of his"canonization, 
he was named by Pius XI as 
heavenly patron of all spiritual 
exercises. 
In the United States, his Jesuits 
now conduct 41 high schools with 
25,235 students and 28 colleges 
or universities with 97,183 stu-
dents. This is 44 per cent of the 
national Catholic total. 13 law 
schools and five schools of med-
icine are operated by the Society 
of Jesus in America. 
Throughout the world, the Jes-
uits head 5,211 educational in-
stitutions. In this total are in-
cluded 341 seminaries. 
In the' field of missionary work, 
the Society labors among 177 
million non-Christians and three 
million Catholics. The Jesuits 
conduct 71 missions, 6,640 mission 
stations, more than ·4,000 schools, 
350 hospitals, and 16 leprosaria. 
In all, 5,593 members of the 
Society are doing work in the 
mission field. Of these, 585 are 
Americans, which constitutes the 
largest religious group doing 
m1ss10nary work outside the 
United States. 
Periodical Society 
At the present time, the Soci-
ety's biggest activity in the lit-
erary field is the periodical. The 
Jesuits now publish 1,320 period-
icals. 130 of these are scholarly 
or scientific, 200 are Sodality 
magazines, 45 are mission pub-
lications, and 150 are about the 
(Continued on Page 8) 
And then the battle began. applied-for date of desired exam- proposed study; (4) Age 35 years 
And it was a source of wonder irin:a~t~io~n~a~d~m~i~n~is:tr~a~t~io~n=·~~~~~~o~r~u~n~d~e=r~;~a~n~d~(5~)~G~o~o~d~h~e~a~l~th~.~~~=:=:=:=:===:=:~=:=:====~~~~~~~~~~~==~~ 
and delight for-the Xavierites and -
it caused great p~in and sorrow 
among the Bearcat followers. And 
it was duly recorded by the 
scribes of the town and was a 
source of conversation at soda 
counters, restaurants, officeli and 
homes of the city for many days. 
And the game having ended, 
the wager was paid. And as the 
two wendeth their way through 
the crowd leaving the stadium, 
the girl saith, ''One word outta 
you tonight at Llsterman'& about 
the same and pow! right on the 
kisser." 
But the boy only grinned imp-
ishly and what happened that 
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SOUTH HALL S.URVEY Malrilyn Mussman Elected Homecoming 
Queen; Works For GE, Studies At EC What Is the most notable campus improvement? 
Tom Gutman, '58: I think that 
the most noticeable improve-
ment is the paving of the Brock-
man Ball parking lot. It Is some-
thmg that the campus bas been 
In llire need of for quite some 
time and especially this year 
since there was such a great 
surge la enrollment. 
• • • 
Don Huber, '58: The most prom-
inent new feature on the Xavier 
Campus is Brockman Hall. ·ns 
large capacit1".,- "·"·,·:····-····.,,....··--.·~"..,,, 
and modern '/·'.,,. .. ~,, :.; 
c o n v e n i · W - -'.(:i 
ences are all a r . . 
big s t e p for- !: 
f• 
ward in the ex- r 
pansion pro • (i. ·fo 
gram o f Xav· ~~. · 
ier. The refur-
bished .armory 
and new park· 
ing lot also aid 
the looks and appearance of the 
Xavier campus. 
• • • 
Mark Plageman, '58: The im-
"ETS MEET OCT. 16 
The Vets Club will meet next 
on Sunday, Oct. 16. Plans for the 
Homecoming float and the ten-
tative bus trip to the Great Lakes 
game will be discussed at the 
usually brief business meeting. 
Refreshments will be served and 
all veterans are cordially invited 
to attend. 
lgnation Year 
{Continued from Page 7) 
Sacred Heart. 
Besides organmng a force 
which became a bulwark against 
the Protestant Reformation, and 
one which was responsible for 
many of the accomplishments of 
the Counter Reformation, St. Ig-
natius has left a deep and lasting 
impression of the life and growth 
of the Catholic Church. 
Cafeteria Announces 
Weekly Serving Hours 
Following are the cafeteria 
serving periods: 
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY· 
Breakfast: 7:15-9:15 a.m. 
Lunch: 11·2 p.m. 
Dinner: 4:45-6:45 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
Breakfast: 8-9 a.m. 
Lunch: 12-1: 30 p.m. 
Dinner: 5-6 p.m. 
SUNDAYS, SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 
Breakfast: 9-10:30 a.m. 
Lunch: 11:30-1:30 p.m. 
Dinner: 5-6 p.m. 
TAX STAMPS WANTED 
Now II the time for .U 1ood 
me1' to 1ather eve17 available 
Ohio State ales taz stamp an4 
turn them In to Mn. Tblnnes 
at the 111rltebboard In Blnkle 
Rall, or deposit them In the 
NEWS mall boxes. 
:m Ill 111111111111111111111111111111111 Ill II I II 
~ = : = : = : NEW E 
! I - -i I = ENGLAND -
i I 
! HAT E - -- -- -I MAN~FACTURING I 
i I COMPANY I 
I I 
! 118 East Sixth Street !! 
1
5 Cincinnati, Ohio i 
-. llllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Reporter: Jerry Lynn 
provements accomplished since 
the end of the fall semester were 
,both vital and 
decorative. The f:~:-··:~·· ---n-::':·<·:::1 
surfacing of the ['./;/ . ~fl, · ''':J 
parking a re a i.:;;-;:t: ;;:·, ·:t :~~; 
was a must as !.~';;'_; ,_ . ; : i 
far as students r::.; • "'? ;'•·;::) 
who drive are Ii(.' /::·;!' 
!·.·"·' ... • 
concerned. The A<.r ·..,..,.;.1 
painting. of ~he . ·'i;:~;.~);J 
armory interior . ::.,~'· .. ~~ 
a d d s immeas· Hff:~ , '"'.f·;c;~._'./~~·:.;:;.~:j 
urabli to the Fil.iiL~ .. ''·;"·'·'··i\.:.;...l(t.J 
appearance for dances and social 
functions. 
• • • 
Jim McSwlgan, '58: Definitely 
the biggest Improvement on clbl-
pus is the parking lot. The stu-
dent council should be com-
mended for an excellent job in 
this department. As for the ar-
mory, I do think the color styling 
Is a little too progressive but on 
the whole a big improvement has 
been shown. Xavier has been 
highly Improved, but there are 
other things to be done. 
Ste1iographer Dottie Lolir, Clerk Car·ol Dickman 
Serve As Royal Attenda11ts To Qllee1& 
By Ralph Hogrtc 
A visibly shaken, yet self- About five minutes later when 
composed, Marilyri Mussman asked by a friend how she felt 
mounted t-he band stand in Queen Marilyn replied, "Don't 
ask me. I haven't stopped shak-
the Armory at 11 p.m. Friday, ing." 
Oct. 7 the newly elected Marilyn stands 5' 4%, has 
Homecoming Queen for 1955. brown hair and blue eyes. An 
"I want to thank everyone who alumna of McNicholas High 
voted for me. This is a tremen- School, she is employed as a 
dous thrill," the queen said at stenographer at the General 
the time of the announc.ement. Electric Co. She is studying the-
Worst Announces 
Library Schedule . 
The Evanston Campus library 
will operate under the following 




8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
EVENINGS 
Monday through Thursday-
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Silence must be preserved in 
the reading room. 
ology and 'psychology at the 
Evening College. 
Dottie Lohr was chosen as 
first attendent. She hails from 
Newport, Kentucky where she 
attended Notre Dame of Provi-
dence Academy. Dottie, a blonde, 
works at the Western and South-
ern Life Insurance Co. and stud-
ies general psychology at the 
Evening College. 
Carol Dickman, second atten-
dent, is a brunette from Park 
Hills. She takes psychology at 
the Evening College and works 
at Jenny's as a salesgirl. A 1954 
YOUR BIG RED LETTER DAY 
tM~~ '. :·· .. (~_.;.:··' 'I. 
graduate of La Sallette Academy, 
she enjoys sailing as a favorite 
pastime. 
The election is reported to have 
been the closest in recent years. 
All 17 candidates made a good 
showing. , 
JJ7 itlidrawal Notice 
U the student wlthdnWI 
from any or all courses with· 
out permission of the Dean, be 
receives an automatic failure. 
The student who wlthdnw1 
from any or all courses wl&b 
the requisite permission will 
receive a grade of W, If the 
withdrawal takes place within 
the first third of the session, 
or a grade of WP (withdrew 
passing) or WF (withdrew 
failing) if he withdraws after 
the first third of the session. 
Permission will be given onl7 
when application Is made 
within two weeks after dis· 
continuance. · The grade WF 
is accounted as a failure In 
computing scholastic standing. 
1. SUPERIOR FILTER Only L&M gives you 
the superior &ltration of the Miracle Tip, the 
P,Urest tip that ever touched your lips. It's white 
• .. !!l white ••• P!!!S white! 
- 2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&M's· superior taste 
comes from superior tobaccos - especially 
selected for filter smoking. Tobaccos that are 
~. ~ •.• and !!gh! and m.ili!-
~ • :s::~ ··~ 
. ·' 
.~ 
KING SIZE 
+ • 
nM 
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